
 
 
 

PIT Crew Notes 
Thursday, October 14, 2021 

8:30 am – 9:45 am 
 

Name Present Absent 
Aisha Saleh   
Alicia Arceo   
Andrea Wilson   
Andrew Kranzman    
Angelica Guzman    
Belen Robinson    
Curtis Martin    
Dejeune Shelton     
Hans Hauselmann    
Jennifer Zellet    
Jose Rocha   
Judith Martinez    
Komal Bandyopadhyay    
Liz Camboia    
Manny Walsh    
Matthew Lopez-Phillips     
Nialani Pitzer   
Patrick Bettencourt    
Rob Stevenson     
Santanu Bandyopadhyay    
Sarah Schrader    
Stella Beratlis   
Tina Giron    
Vickie Mulvaney-Trask    
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1. 2021-2026 Guided Pathways Proposed Goals 
A backwards design exercise with a four to five year goal was reviewed.  The document was 
created by the Guided Pathways Steering Committee to address contextualized learning and 
teaching.  Pit Crew members discussed the creation of courses and suggested methods of 
assessment.  The Cohort Based Professional Development and Community of Practice (cross 
discipline) will be similar to Online Education’s approach.  Faculty will be trained for a couple of 
weeks, assigned deliverables, and participate in a community of practice that meets regularly to 
discuss their experiences creating and teaching the curriculum.  Student Learning Outcomes will 
be addressed institutionally, with the lead coming from the Student Equity Committee and 
Academic Senate.   
 
The timeline was reviewed and a suggestion was made to possibly partner with the Stanislaus 
Office of Education (SCOE) and Modesto City Schools.  To invite K-12 faculty members to learn 
about contextualized teaching.  Some members voiced concern that the timeline was too long.  
Suggestions made on how to shorten the time line included working with First Time in College 
(FTIC) faculty, moving Diego Navarro’s workshop to early summer 2022, and running the pilot in 
early May 2023.  Work may also be done simultaneously or bumped up. 
 

2. SSIIPP Reflection:  “Strategic” 
As time ran short, the SSIIP will be addressed at the next PIT Crew meeting.  Members were 
invited to review the documents, which would be emailed after the meeting, with the goal of 
discussing one topic during each of the next five PIT Crew meetings. 

 
Meeting ended at 9:55 am. 
 
Next meeting:  Thursday, October 28, from 8:30 am to 9:45 am 

 
 


